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Abstract 

The addition of carbon in TiAl alloys can improve the mechanical properties by precipitate 

hardening through the perovskite Ti3AlC carbide. Usually precipitates coarsen during 

continuous annealing. However, in the Ti-45Al-5Nb-0.75C alloy a splitting of the perovskite 

carbides was observed in later stages of annealing. By investigation with transmission 

electron microscopy the details of this splitting process are revealed after annealing at 900 °C. 

The results show that the re-orientation of the γ phase regions between sub-particles is 

associated with the splitting step from carbide needles into small sub-particles. γ domains 

with a different orientation with respect to the γ matrix nucleate and gradually replace the γ 

matrix phase in regions between the carbide sub-particles. The progress of the splitting 

process is locally different in different carbides and also in one individual carbide. By 

increasing the temperature from 800 to 900 °C the growth of the emerging carbide 

conglomerates and the splitting process of the carbides are greatly accelerated. It is found 

that both are diffusion-controlled processes. 
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1. Introduction 

γ-TiAl alloys have attracted intensive research and emerged as promising high-temperature 

structural materials due to their excellent mechanical properties (good creep resistance and 

high strength at elevated temperatures) and light weight [1-4]. The first commercial 

application of TiAl alloys in aero-engines as low-pressure turbine blades for the GEnxTM 

engine was introduced by General Electrics [1]. Recently, a -stabilized TiAl alloy (TNM) has 

been introduced to the PW 1000GTM engine by Pratt and Whitney [2]. In order to expand the 

application range towards higher temperatures, γ-TiAl alloys with 5-10 at.% Nb addition have 

been developed, which show a good balance of properties and excellent oxidation behavior at 

elevated temperatures [5-7]. Through the addition of carbon, the creep resistance of γ-TiAl 

alloys is improved due to the precipitation of perovskite carbides [8, 9]. The cubic perovskite 

(P-type) carbide has a similar crystal structure to that of the tetragonal γ-TiAl phase. It can be 

formed from the L10 γ-TiAl unit cell by simply replacing the face-centered Al by Ti atoms and 

putting carbon atoms to the Ti6 octahedral interstices. The stoichiometric formula of P-type 

carbides is Ti3AlC, but in fact carbon atoms do not fully occupy all interstices [10]. Due to the 

smaller lattice mismatch between the P-type carbides and the γ phase along the [001]γ 

orientation compared to the [100]γ and [010]γ directions, P-type carbides grow faster along 

this direction and appear needle-shaped. With further annealing, they coarsen and remain in 

a needle-like form until they lose coherency with the γ matrix after extended coarsening [11, 

12]. 

For efficient precipitate-strengthening the morphology development and shape stability of 

the carbides at service temperature are essential in TiAl alloys. Due to the high aspect ratio of 

the P-Ti3AlC carbide needles present at the beginning of annealing in TiAl alloys, the 

precipitates are prone to morphological changes after extended annealing, which can be a 

significant concern for the long-term creep performance of the alloys. Up to now studies on 

carbides in TiAl alloys have mainly focused on the ternary Ti-Al-C system [12]. Literature data 

about the long-term carbide shape development in multinary systems is scarce to non-

existent [13-16]. In our previous studies, it was observed for the first time that the carbide 

precipitates split into smaller sub-particles instead of coarsening after annealing in a Ti-45Al-
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5Nb-0.75C alloy at 800 °C [17-19]. These studies [17-19] were also the first to the knowledge 

of the authors in which the splitting of cubic precipitates in a tetragonal matrix has been found. 

In the present paper, the splitting phenomenon of P-type carbides after annealing at 900 °C is 

investigated and compared with that at 800 °C in the Ti-45Al-5Nb-0.75C alloy. The carbide 

splitting process is clarified in detail by conventional (CTEM) and high-resolution transmission 

electron microscopy (HRTEM). In contrast to our previous work [18], particular emphasis was 

placed on the process of the generation of differently oriented γ phase domains between 

splitting sub-particles and the kinetics and temperature dependence of the splitting process 

and the carbide conglomerate growth. Such investigations should facilitate to better 

understand the coarsening kinetics during the splitting process and how newly oriented matrix 

domains are formed.  

 

2. Experimental 

 The investigated Ti-45Al-5Nb-0.75C (in atomic percent) alloy was produced by a powder 

metallurgy (PM) route. Pre-alloyed powder was made by plasma melting induction guiding 

gas atomization (PIGA) and then consolidated using hot-isostatic pressing (HIP) at 1250 °C 

and 200 MPa for 2 h. The actual carbon content was measured to be 2170 μg/g (0.74 at.%) in 

the HIPed powder (0-180 μm particle size) using the LECO CS-444 melt extraction system. 

More detailed information about the material production and the microstructure after HIPing 

can be found in [17-20]. In order to form finely dispersed precipitates in the γ matrix, 

specimens with a size of around 10×10×10 mm3 were first solution-treated at 1250 °C for 5 h, 

followed by oil quenching and subsequently aged at 800 °C for 336 or 1054 h and at 900 °C 

for 24, 48 or 96 h. All the heat treatments were performed in air. The microstructures 

investigated were close to the centre of the specimens to avoid possible influences from the 

surface. 

High-energy X-ray diffraction (HEXRD) conducted at the HEMS and HARWI-II beam lines 

run by the Helmholtz-Zentrum Geesthacht at the Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY) 

in Hamburg, was used to determine the lattice parameters using Rietveld analysis. The 

reflections were either recorded with a mar345 image plate or a PerkinElmer XRD 1622 flat 

panel detector at the HEMS beamline and a mar555 flat panel detector at HARWI-II. The 
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number density, size and morphology of carbides were investigated using a Philips CM200 

TEM operated at 200 kV. The size and number density of carbides were determined from 

TEM images and at least three γ grains were analyzed for each condition. The TEM images 

were recorded along the <100]γ and [001]γ lattice directions in order to measure the size 

along the three dimensions of the carbides and carbide conglomerates. The number density 

of the precipitates was calculated from the number per unit area divided by the foil thickness. 

When imaged along the [001] direction the foil thickness could be approximated to be about 

100 nm using the convergent-beam electron diffraction technique. The interface between the 

carbides and the γ matrix, and their atomic arrangement were examined at high resolution 

using a FEI Titan 80-300 TEM with a Cs image corrector operated at 300 kV. TEM specimens 

with 2.3 mm diameter were drilled out, mechanically ground to a thickness below 120 μm, and 

then thinned by twin-jet electro-polishing at 25-35 V and a temperature of -40 °C in a solution 

of 26 ml perchloric acid (70%), 359 ml 2-butanol and 625 ml methanol. The diffraction 

patterns of the P-Ti3AlC carbide and the γ phase were simulated by the software JEMS. 

3. Results  

Figure 1 shows the simulated diffraction patterns of the P-Ti3AlC carbide in the <001> 

direction and the γ phase in the [001], [100] and [010] directions as obtained by the JEMS 

software. In order to make the understanding of the following diffraction investigations easier, 

the difference in the diffraction patterns between the P-Ti3AlC carbide and the different 

orientation variants of the γ phase is discussed in advance. P-type precipitates usually occur 

with the orientation relationship [001]γ // <001>P and {100)γ // {100}P. For the P-Ti3AlC carbide, 

the diffraction pattern is the same for all three <001> directions with existing superlattice 

reflections {001} and {110}. On the contrary, for the γ phase, the superlattice reflections {110} 

or (001) appear only in the [001] or [100]/[010] direction, respectively. When the P-<001> is 

pictured parallel with γ-[100] or [010], the reflection {001}P overlaps with (001)γ. Thus, in dark-

field imaging, both phases appear bright when using this overlapping reflection. But when P-

<001> is pictured parallel with γ-[001], only the P-Ti3AlC carbide shows brightness while the γ 

phase appears dark using the reflection {001}P for dark-field imaging. 

Figures 2-4 illustrate the morphology development of the P-Ti3AlC carbides by TEM 

micrographs recorded along the [100]γ and [001]γ orientations in the Ti-45Al-5Nb-0.75C alloy 
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after annealing at 900 °C. All dark-field images were recorded using the diffractions from the 

P-Ti3AlC phase and the carbides appear bright. Compared with the situation at 800 °C [18], 

the process of carbide formation, growth and splitting was significantly accelerated. After 

annealing for 24 hours at 900 °C, carbides have already split and exhibited plate-like 

configurations. The plate planes of the carbide conglomerates are parallel to either the (100) 

or (010) crystallographic plane of the γ phase. In the following, details about the re-orientation 

of the γ phase between the carbide sub-particles during splitting are described. By using dark-

field imaging technique, the newly oriented γ phase between sub-particles can be 

distinguished from the γ matrix and the P-Ti3AlC phase.  

After annealing for 24 h, the diffraction patterns in Fig. 2 showed that the orientation 

relationship <001]γ // <001>P and {100)γ // {100}P remained between the carbides and the γ 

matrix. Most carbides at this stage had already split into parallel needles and parts of these 

needles had further split into smaller carbide sub-particles, as shown in Fig. 2a. Thus, for the 

needle-like projections of carbide conglomerates, i.e. when viewed along the [100] direction, 

most of them showed uniform brightness when using g=010P and 011P as they were 

elongated rods of continuous carbide phase. When viewing along the [001] direction, most 

carbide conglomerates showed the bright cross-section of the needles while the γ matrix 

between them appeared dark because the used reflections from the P-Ti3AlC phase were no 

fundamental or superlattice reflections of the γ matrix. However, for some conglomerates with 

the former plate plane vertical to the g vector, the γ regions between the sub-particles also 

showed brightness when using g=010P or 100P (schematically shown in the inserts in Fig. 2b). 

This indicates that these regions have re-oriented by a tilt of 90° relative to the 

crystallographic orientation of the surrounding matrix phase γm. The 100 or 010 reflection of 

the newly oriented γ phase in the regions between sub-particles overlaps with the 100P or 

010P reflections from the carbide and hence both appear bright. The possible appearance of 

different types of carbide conglomerates are shown in the inserts in figures 2, 3 and 4. Taking 

the insert in Fig. 2b as an example a carbide conglomerate with the plate plane being 

perpendicular to the g vector appears either as continuous bright bar or as a row of bright and 

dark sections. The former is the case when the γ regions between the carbide sub-particles 

have already re-oriented and the latter when the γ phase between the carbide needles still 
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has the crystallographic orientation of the surrounding γ matrix. Parallel to the g vector the 

carbide conglomerates always appear as rows of bright and dark sections because 

irrespective of whether the γ phase between the carbide sub-particles has re-oriented or not it 

shares no common reflection with the carbide phase for this g vector. 

After extended annealing for 48 hours, more carbide needles have split into small sub-

particles, as shown in Fig. 3a. Viewed along the [100] direction (Fig. 3a), some of the needle-

like projections exhibited uniform brightness using both g=010P and 011P, while the others 

appeared bright at g=010P but showed bright and dark fringes at g=011P. The latter means 

that the regions between small sub-particles along the former split needles have also re-

oriented. It is interesting to find that when imaged along the [001] direction (Fig. 3b), more 

regions between the carbide sub-particles appeared bright when using the joint reflections 

from the carbides and re-oriented γ phase. This suggests that an increasing number of γ 

phase regions between the sub-particles have changed their orientation or atomic 

arrangement with increasing annealing time and with more needles splitting into small sub-

particles.  

After annealing for 96 h (Fig. 4), almost all split needles have further split into small sub-

particles. Imaging along the [100] direction, the needle-like projections of the carbide 

conglomerates showed brightness at g=010P and bright and dark fringes at g=011P. 

Additionally, when viewed in the [001] direction, now almost all the regions between carbide 

sub-particles in the carbide conglomerates with former plate plane vertical to the g vector 

appeared bright when using reflections from the carbides. This means that nearly all the γ 

phase regions have re-oriented. Based on these results, it is concluded that the re-orientation 

of the γ phase regions between sub-particles is associated with further splitting carbide 

needles into small sub-particles. 

HRTEM was used to further determine the atomic arrangement of the carbide 

conglomerates and clarify the splitting process in more details. Fig. 5 shows the cross-

sections of the carbide conglomerates at different stages of splitting viewed along the [001]γ 

direction in the Ti-45Al-5Nb-0.75C alloy after annealing at 900 °C for 24 h. In Fig. 5a, the 

carbide has started to split into parallel needles via growth of the γ matrix (γm) into the 

carbide. It should be noted that in the positions indicated by arrows A and B, the atomic 
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arrangement is different. In position A, the γ matrix has completely grown into the carbide and 

split the carbide, while in position B, the γ matrix only partly intruded in the carbide and a 

section of the Ti3AlC carbide lattice structure remained. In Fig. 5b, it is seen that the carbide 

has split into parallel needles with the γ matrix between the carbide sub-particles. In Fig. 5c 

the interspersed γ phase (γi) between the parallel needles showed a contrast of alternating 

darker and brighter atomic planes, which is the atomic arrangement of the γ phase viewed 

along the [100] or [010] direction. Thus, from these results it is concluded that, firstly, the γ 

matrix gradually grows into the carbide and splits the carbide into parallel needles. In the 

second step, these parallel needles split further into smaller sub-particles, meanwhile γi forms 

to replace γm in the regions between sub-particles. Its crystallographic orientation deviates 

from the γ matrix by 90°.  

It is interesting to find that the γ phase had different atomic arrangements in the regions 

between the split carbide needles, as shown in Fig. 6. Here the cross-sections of the carbide 

conglomerates are imaged along the [001]γ direction in the Ti-45Al-5Nb-0.75C alloy after 

annealing at 900 °C for 48 h. In Fig. 6a the atomic arrangement in the region between P1 and 

P2 remained the same as in the γ matrix if viewed along the [001]γ direction. But γi between P2 

and P3 had the atomic arrangement as if imaged along the [100]γ or [010]γ direction. This 

configuration of the carbide conglomerate represents different states of ingrowth and re-

orientation of the regions between the carbide sub-particles during splitting into small sub-

particles. In Fig. 6b, γi had already formed in the regions between P1 and P2 as well as P2 and 

P3. But the region between P3 and P4 still had the γ matrix lattice orientation together with a 

remaining section of the P-phase lattice in the middle. These results suggest that the splitting 

process within one individual carbide precipitate could be locally different. 

Fig. 7 displays the size and number density of the carbide conglomerates as a function of 

annealing temperature and time. It can be recognized that the growth along the length 

direction ([001]) is faster than along the width and thickness directions ([100] and [010]). This 

may be due to a lower lattice misfit and resulting lower coherency stresses and also to a 

smaller elastic modulus along the [001] direction of the γ matrix [18]. After annealing at 

800 °C for 336 hours, the carbide conglomerates have an average size of length (L) = 114 (±3) 

nm, width (W) = 24 (±1) nm, and thickness (T) = 10 (±1) nm and a number density of 0.24 
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(±0.02) ×1022/m3. With extended annealing for 1054 h, the conglomerate size increases to L = 

175 (±12) nm, W = 51 (±7) nm, and T = 14 (±3) nm, while the number density decreases to 

0.08 (±0.01) ×1022/m3. Increasing the temperature to 900 °C, the carbide conglomerates have 

reached an average size of L = 103 (±17) nm, W =23 (±1) nm, and T = 11 (±1) nm and a 

number density of 0.27 (±0.07) ×1022/m3 after annealing for 24 hours, which are very similar 

to those at 800 °C for 336 h. With further annealing for 48 h at 900 °C, the carbide 

conglomerates grew (L = 122 (±5) nm, W = 31 (±3) nm, and T = 13 (±1) nm) and the number 

density decreased obviously (around 0.09 (±0.01) ×1022/m3). A further increase in the size of 

carbide conglomerates (L = 164 (±21) nm, W = 50 (±4) nm, and T = 16 (±2) nm) and 

decrease in the number density (around 0.04 (±0.01) ×1022/m3) was observed after annealing 

for 96 hours. The conglomerate size is close to that after annealing for 1054 h at 800 °C, 

while the density is only half of the value determined at 800 °C for 1054 h. 

 

4. Discussion 

It has been discussed in our previous publication [18] that carbide splitting in TiAl alloys 

during annealing could be energetically favorable owing to the elastic interaction energy 

between the split sub-particles. As predicted by theoretical calculation in literature [21-24], the 

elastic interaction energy can be negative and leads to an energy reduction when the 

particles are aligned along the elastically soft directions of an elastically anisotropic matrix 

phase. In Ni-base superalloys, the splitting of γ’ precipitates was observed but it was still a 

matter of debate how the splitting started [25]. Some researchers thought that the splitting 

process was initiated by the amplification of perturbations along the precipitate-matrix 

interface [26, 27]. But others proposed that it was started via the formation of the matrix 

phase in the center of the precipitate [23]. In the present study for the very similar process of 

splitting in γ-TiAl alloys this can be unambiguously decided. It is clearly observed that the γ 

matrix gradually grows into the carbide precipitates to split them into parallel needles which 

further decompose into smaller sub-particles. So, for the case of carbides in TiAl alloys an 

initiation of the splitting process at the center of the precipitates can be ruled out and splitting 

is most probably initiated at perturbations of the precipitate-matrix interface. During the 

decomposition of the parallel carbide needles into sub-particles the atomic arrangement of the 
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γ phase between the carbide sub-particles gradually changes from γm to γi. After the first 

splitting step, carbide needles aligned along the c-axis of the γ matrix resulted. The γ phase in 

the regions between carbide needles still preferred the same orientation as the γ matrix. 

However, when the carbide needles further split into smaller sub-particles the interspersed 

matrix changed the orientation of the c-axis by 90°, which results in a reduction of the elastic 

strain energy between γi and the sub-particles due to the tetragonality of the γ phase. Since 

an interface between the γi and γ matrix is created in this process, a nucleation barrier has to 

be overcome. Nucleation could take place in the γ matrix at the interface to the carbide sub-

particles where the coherency stresses are largest. This would require only short-range 

diffusion processes in which atoms on the (001) face-centred sites are exchanged by those 

on (100) or (010) face-centred sites. The result would be a so-called 120° rotational domain 

which has the same stacking sequence of the close-packed planes as the matrix phase but 

an orthogonal c-axis. Such domains often occur in lamellar microstructures [28]. These 

domains could then grow and fill the space between the carbide sub-particles. Alternatively, 

nucleation could also occur in the carbide particles as has been observed for Ni-base 

superalloys [23, 29]. In this case C and Ti would have to diffuse out of and Al and Nb into the 

carbides besides short-range diffusion processes and nucleation thus appears to be 

kinetically hindered. Since furthermore in the present work matrix particles inside carbides 

have never been observed it is concluded that γi is nucleated in the matrix.  

    As reported in [18], the γi region between the split sub particles has a very similar Ti, Al 

and Nb content but a much higher C concentration compared with γm. The increased C 

concentration in the γi domains between the carbide sub-particles might be due to a non-

equilibrium state. This would be surprising because the specimens have been annealed for 

over 1000 hours which should have provided sufficient time to achieve equilibrium via 

diffusion processes. The increased C concentration could also be attributed to the elastic 

strain field caused by the carbide precipitates. It is reported in literature [30, 31] that the 

elastic strain field affected the equilibrium solute distribution in the vicinity of elastically 

interacting precipitates and net solute segregation was observed in the matrix surrounding the 

interacting particles. 
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It is clearly seen in Fig. 7 that the carbide conglomerates grow with increasing annealing 

time. In the following it is assumed that nearly the maximum volume fraction of carbides has 

been precipitated for the annealing times shown in Fig. 7a, i.e. the supersaturation of C has 

almost been exhausted. At least for annealing 1054 h at 800 °C this can be concluded from 

the mentioned atom probe results published in [18] which showed that the C content in the 

matrix is similar to the C solubility. It also agrees with HEXRD measurements of the carbide 

volume fraction, which only show a slight increase after annealing for 1054 hours [32]. From 

the density evolution of the carbide conglomerates in Fig. 7b it is shown that the number 

density decreases with increasing annealing time. This indicates that even in the annealing 

stage in which splitting occurs, growth via Ostwald ripening (bigger carbide conglomerates 

consuming smaller ones) exists. Nevertheless, coarsening slows down after extended 

annealing. Additionally, due to calculations for a Ni-base superalloy, the elastic interaction 

energy is most favourable when the split particles are separated by a distance of 1.09D (D is 

the particle diameter) in the <100> directions [22-23]. Thus, it is speculated that the distance 

between the split particles (γi region) will assume an optimum value relative to the size of the 

sub-particles. In this case a conglomerate of carbides then can grow by a combined growth of 

the split sub-carbides and the γi region between the sub-particles. At temperatures below 

1200 °C the diffusion coefficients of the major elements, Ti and Al, follow the Arrhenius law 

D=D0 exp(-Q/RT). The Arrhenius parameters are reported to be D0=1.43×10-6 m2/s, Q=2.59 

eV (249.90×103 J/mol) and D0=2.11×10-2 m2/s, Q=3.71 eV (357.96×103 J/mol) for Ti and Al, 

respectively in TiAl [33]. R is the gas constant (8.314 J/mol). By using the values mentioned 

above, the diffusion coefficients of Ti and Al at 800 and 900 °C are calculated to be DTi-800 °C = 

9.89×10-19 m2/s, D Ti-900 °C = 1.09×10-17 m2/s, DAl-800 °C = 8.11×10-20 m2/s and DAl-900 °C = 2.43×10-

18 m2/s. This means if the temperature increases from 800 to 900 °C, the diffusion coefficient 

of Ti is increased by around 11 times and that of Al by about 30 times. Assuming the Lifshitz-

Slyozov-Wagner (LSW) law for coarsening [25, 34, 35], the particle radius of precipitates, R, 

is proportional to , where t is the annealing time and αLSW the LSW constant which is 

proportional to the diffusion coefficient D. In Fig. 7a the length, width and thickness of the 

carbide conglomerates is plotted against t1/3, which shows a linear development with t1/3. By 

comparing the slopes of these lines at 800 and 900 °C, it is found that D900 °C/D800 °C is around 
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10 which agrees quite well with what would be expected using the above given diffusion 

coefficients of Ti in TiAl at 800 and 900 °C. Furthermore, it is found that a higher temperature 

leads to a faster carbide splitting. It starts after 168 hours annealing at 800 °C, while carbides 

split much earlier at 900 °C. Thus, from these results it is concluded that the growth of the 

carbide conglomerates and the splitting process are diffusion-controlled processes driven by 

strain energy and the kinetics is accelerated due to a faster atomic diffusion at a higher 

temperature. A contribution of the precipitate interface-mobility to the coarsening kinetics, 

which might have been suspected due to the high aspect ratio of the precipitates, is not 

indicated by the results. However, other factors, such as the temperature dependence of 

misfit and elastic modulus may also influence the splitting process. It was determined by 

HEXRD that the lattice parameters of the phases (aγ = 4.02 Å, cγ = 4.07 Å and aP = 4.15 Å) 

are nearly the same at 800 and 900 °C, which results in a similar lattice misfit. The elastic 

modulus of the γ matrix does not change significantly based on the data in a single crystal γ-

TiAl alloy [36]. Thus, effects from these two factors could be ruled out. 

 

5. Conclusions 

In this study, the splitting process of the perovskite carbides after annealing for different 

temperatures and times was investigated in detail in a Ti-45Al-5Nb-0.75C alloy. It has been 

clearly observed that the γ matrix gradually grows into the carbide precipitates to split them 

into parallel needles which further decompose into smaller sub-particles. An initiation of the 

splitting process at the center of the precipitates can be ruled out and splitting is most 

probably initiated at perturbations of the precipitate-matrix interface. It is found that the 

reorientation of the γ phase in the regions between the carbide sub-particles is associated 

with the splitting step from carbide needles into small sub-particles. This process most 

probably occurs by γi nucleation in the matrix phase at the interface to the carbide sub-

particles and results in a reduction of the elastic strain energy between these regions and the 

sub-particles due to the tetragonality of the γ phase. It is interesting that the reorientation of 

the γ phase does not happen simultaneously between all sub-particles, even in one individual 

carbide conglomerate. By comparing the kinetics with the temperature dependence of 

diffusion it is concluded that the conglomerate growth and the splitting process are diffusion-
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controlled.  
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Figure captions 

Fig. 1. Simulated diffraction patterns of the <001>-P-Ti3AlC carbide and the <100] and [001] 

variations of the γ phase by the JEMS program. 

Fig. 2. Diffraction patterns of the γ matrix and P-Ti3AlC carbides, and TEM dark-field 

micrographs of the P-Ti3AlC carbides viewed along (a) the [100] direction and (b) the [001] 

direction in the Ti-45Al-5Nb-0.75C alloy after annealing at 900 °C for 24 h. All dark-field 

images were recorded in a two-beam condition. The inserts show schematically the contrast 

of the observed precipitate projections when the reflection indicated in the inserts is used for 

imaging. 

Fig. 3. Diffraction patterns of the γ matrix and P-Ti3AlC carbides, and TEM dark-field 

micrographs of the P-Ti3AlC carbides viewed along (a) the [100] direction and (b) the [001] 

direction in the Ti-45Al-5Nb-0.75C alloy after annealing at 900 °C for 48 h. All dark-field 

images were recorded in a two-beam condition. The inserts show schematically the contrast 

of the observed precipitate projections when the reflection indicated in the inserts is used for 

imaging. 

Fig. 4. Diffraction patterns of the γ matrix and P-Ti3AlC carbides, and TEM dark-field 

micrographs of the P-Ti3AlC carbides viewed along (a) the [100] direction and (b) the [001] 

direction in the Ti-45Al-5Nb-0.75C alloy after annealing at 900 °C for 96 h. All dark-field 

images were recorded in a two-beam condition. The inserts show schematically the contrast 

of the observed precipitate projections when the reflection indicated in the inserts is used for 

imaging. 

Fig. 5. HRTEM images of the P-Ti3AlC carbide conglomerates viewed along the [001]γ 

direction in the Ti-45Al-5Nb-0.75C alloy after annealing at 900 °C for 24 h. (a) Carbide 

splitting starts via the growth of the γ matrix into the carbide, (b) the carbide has split into 

three parallel needles with the γ matrix in between and (c) the orientation of the γ phase 

between the split carbides has changed. 

Fig. 6. HRTEM images of P-Ti3AlC carbide conglomerates viewed along the [001]γ direction in 

the Ti-45Al-5Nb-0.75C alloy after annealing at 900 °C for 48 h. (a, b) The γ phase in regions 

between the split carbide sub-particles has different atomic arrangements (γm and γi). 

Fig. 7. (a) Size and (b) number density of the carbide conglomerate as a function of annealing 
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temperature and time (with standard deviation bars) in the Ti-45Al-5Nb-0.75C alloy. L: length, 

W: width and T: thickness. 


